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Begin by laying out your pallets.  Salvaged pallets may be mismatched in size, which is 

okay as long as they’re reasonably similar (within a few inches) – you just might need to 

do a few adjustments with your bin’s dimensions.  The bottom pallet should be the 

sturdiest, as the others will all rest atop it. 

 

 



 
 

Cover the bottom pallet in hardware wire.  This is more expensive than chicken wire but 

is sturdier and will ensure that you have a more vermin-proof bin. Use a staple gun to 

ensure that the hardware is steadfast; use roofing nails to keep it in place.  Trim the edges 

to make sure that the hardware wire is well-fitting; make sure that you hammer down any 

jagged wire edges to prevent against an injury! 

 



 
 

 

 
 

Next, put the two sides in place and toenail them down by using long screws to angularly 

fix them into place.  They should be able to stand on their own, but they don’t need to be 

perfectly stable, because they’ll be wrapped in wire and connected by boards.  This will 

help ensure that they’re very sturdy. 



 

 
 

Use two boards to connect and stabilize the back of the bin.  You’ll need to use boards 

for the back because four pallets generally don’t fit vertically on the bottom pallet, and 

the framework is plenty strong enough without that added pallet in the back. 

 



 
Wrap the three sides in wire, bending it at the edges, trimming it, and stapling and roof-

nailing it to the frame. Note: you still haven’t done anything with the front. In this 

photograph, the front of the frame (far side) is leaning against the bin, but has not yet 

been nailed down. 

 



 
 

Now, wrap the front of the bin in wire, without attaching it to the other sides.  The front 

will ultimately be designed to come off, so that you can get your compost in.  Make sure 

the wire goes beyond the edges – this will help make the bin more vermin-proof.  



 
 

Place the front on the frame, and use two short pieces of wood on each side of the bin to 

screw it in place.  In the springtime, you’ll unscrew these pieces of wood and empty out 

your finished compost!  (This image is a view from the side, to illustrate the way in 

which you have affixed your front. The front is the pallet on the left.)  

 



 
Make a lid, using the remaining hardware cloth and pieces of wood. Measure carefully to 

ensure it fits! 



 
 

Fill your pile! Cover the bottom of the pile in woodchips or something brown, and then 

begin layering in 4-inch layers of browns and greens.  Always cover the green layers with 

a brown, so as to ensure that the odors are kept down.  


